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Exercise
Q.1.

Represent this number on the number line.
74

Solution:

The given number is 74.
74=134
Divide the line between the whole numbers into four parts. For example, divide the line
between 0 and 1 to 4 parts, 1 and 2 to 4 parts and so on. Thus, the rational number 74 lies at a distance
of 7 points away from 0 towards positive number line. This number is represented on the number line as
shown in the figure. The circled position is the required one.

Q.2.

Represent the following number on the number line.
-56

Solution:

The given number is -56.
Divide the line between the integers into 6 parts. For example, divide the line
between 0 and 1 to 6 parts, -1 and -2 to 6 parts and so on.
Therefore, the rational number -56 lies at a distance of 5 points away from 0, on negative number line.
The number is represented on the number line as shown in the figure. M represents the required number.

Q.3.

Represent -211,-511,-911 on the number line.

Solution:

The given numbers are -211, -511, -911.
Divide the line between the integers into 11 parts.
Thus, the rational numbers -211, -511, -911 lies at a distance of 2, 5, 9 points away from 0, towards negative
number line respectively. These numbers are represented on the number line as -211=C, -511=B and -911=A.

Q.4.

Write five rational numbers which are smaller than 2 .
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Given, number is 2.
We need to find any five rational numbers smaller than 2.
The number 2 can be written as 2010 Hence, we can say that, the five rational numbers smaller than 2 are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

310
710
1310
1710
1910

There can be numerous rational numbers which are lesser than 2.
Q.5.

Find ten rational numbers between -25 and 12.

Solution:

Given, rational numbers are -25 and 12.
Here, LCM of 5 and 2 is 10.
So, -25=-25×22=-410 Also, 12=12×55=510 Again, -410=-410×22=-820 and 510=510×22=1020 Hence,
-25=-820 and 12=1020 ∴ Ten rational numbers between -25 and 12 are
-720,-620,-520,-420,-320,-220,-120,0,120,220. Note: There can be numerous rational numbers
between -25 and 12.

Q.6.

Find five rational numbers between.
23 and 45

Solution:

Given numbers are 23 and 45.
LCM of 3 and 5 is 15.
23=23×55=1015
45=45×33=1215
1015=1015×44=4060 1215=1215×44=4860
Hence, 23=4060 and 45=4860
∴ Five rational numbers between 23 and 45 are 4160,4260,4360,4460,4560. There can be numerous rational
numbers between 23 and 45.

Q.7.

Find five rational numbers between.
-32 and 53.

Solution:

Given, rational numbers are -32 and 53.
LCM of 2 and 3 is 6.
So, -32=-32×33=-96 and 53=53×22=106 Thus, -32=-96 and 53=106. ∴Five rational numbers between -32 and
53 are -26,-16,0,16,26. There can be numerous rational numbers between -32 and 53.

Q.8.

Find five rational numbers between.
14 and 12

Solution:

Given rational numbers are 14 and 12.
LCM of 4 and 2 is 4.
So, 14=14×11=14 12=12×22=24 Again, 14=14×88=832 24=24×88=1632 Hence, 14=832 and 12=1632 ∴ Five
rational numbers between 14 and 12 are 932,1032,1132,1232,1332. There can be numerous rational numbers
between 14 and 12.

Q.9.

Write five rational numbers greater than –2.
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Given number is -2.
A number that can be expressed in the form of pq, where p,q are co-primes and q≠0
We need to find any five rational numbers greater than -2
-2 can be written as -2010 Hence, we can say that, the five rational numbers greater than -2 are -1810 -1710
-1510 410 710 There can be numerous rational numbers which are greater than -2.

Q.10.

Find ten rational numbers between 35 and 34.

Solution:

Given, numbers are 35 and 34.
LCM of 5 and 4=20.
So, 35=35×44=1220 and 34=34×55=1520 Again, 1220=1220×88=96160 and 1520=1520×88=120160 Hence,
ten rational numbers between 35 and 34 are
97160,98160,99160,100160,101160,102160,103160,104160,105160,106160. There can be numerous rational
numbers between 35 and 34.

Q.11.
2

Using appropriate properties find the value of -23×35+52-35×16.

Solution:

Given expression is -23×35+52-35×16
Using the commutative law of addition:
-23×35+52-35×16=-23×35-35×16+52 =23×-35+-35×16+52
Using distributivity,
=-3523+16+52
=-35×56+52 =-12+52 =-1+52 =42 =2 Hence, -23×35+52-35×16=2.

Q.12.
11

If 25×-37-16×32+114×25=-k28, then find the value of k.

Solution:

Given expression is 25×-37-16×32+114×25.
Now,
25×-37-16×32+114×25=25×-37+114×25-16×32
=25-37+114-16×32

..... (by commutativity)

..... (by distributivity)

=25-6+114-16×32
=25-514-12×12 =25×(-5)14-14 =-17-14 =-1128 =-1128=-k28 Hence, the value of k is 11.
Q.13.
0

Write the rational number that does not have a reciprocal.

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal; since a×1a=1a×a=1.
Reciprocal of 0=10, which is not defined. Hence, 0 is the rational number that does not have a reciprocal.

Q.14.

Write:
The rational numbers that are equal to their reciprocals.

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since a×1a=1a×a=1.
For the rational numbers that are equal to their reciprocals, we have, a=1a This is possible only for 1 and -1.
Because, reciprocal of 1=11=1 Similarly, Reciprocal of -1=1-1=-1 Hence, 1 and -1 are the rational numbers
equal to their reciprocals.
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Q.15.
0

Chapter 1 Rational numbers

Write the rational number that is equal to its negative.

Solution:

We know that, for every rational number a other than 0, -a is its negative since a+(-a)=(-a)+a=0.
But for 0 we have,
0+0=0 That means the negative of 0 is itself. Hence, the rational number that is equal to its negative is 0.

Q.16.
no

Zero has _____ reciprocal.

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number, a, other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since a×1a=1a×a=1.
For 0 ,10 is not defined. Hence, 0 is the rational number that does not have a reciprocal.

Q.17.
1

The numbers _____ and _____ are their own reciprocals. (Write the positive number in first blank)

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since, a×1a=1a×a=1
For the rational numbers that are equal to their reciprocals, we have, a=1a This is possible for 1 and its negative,
because 11=1 and 1-1=-1 Hence, the numbers 1 and -1 are their own reciprocals.

-1
Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since, a×1a=1a×a=1
For the rational numbers that are equal to their reciprocals, we have, a=1a This is possible for 1 and its
negative, because 11=1 and 1-1=-1 Hence, the numbers 1 and -1 are their own reciprocals.

Q.18.
1

The reciprocal of –5 is k, then -5k= _____.

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since a×1a=1a×a=1.
Thus, the reciprocal of -5 is -15. Hence, k=-15 and -5k=1

Q.19.
x

Reciprocal of 1x, where x≠0 is _____.

Solution:

We know that a reciprocal of a number is nothing but its multiplicative inverse.
For every rational number a other than 0, 1a is the reciprocal since a×1a=1a×a=1.
For a=1x, the reciprocal is 1a=11x=x. Hence, the reciprocal of 1x is x.

Q.20. The product of two rational numbers is always a _____ number.
rational
Solution:

According to the closure property of rational numbers under multiplication, the product of two rational
numbers is always a rational number.
Consider two rational numbers a, b. Their product ab is also a rational number.

Q.21. The reciprocal of a positive rational number is _____. (positive/negative)
positive
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We know that the product of two rational numbers with same sign is positive and the product of those with
different signs is negative.
Also, a number ab is said to be reciprocal of cd if ab×cd=1.
Since the product is 1 which is positive, so the number and the reciprocal should have the same sign. Hence,
the reciprocal of a positive rational number is positive.

Q.22.

Write the additive inverse of the following.
28

-28
Solution:

Given number is 28.
We know that for any rational number a, a+-a=0.
So, -a is called the additive inverse of a.
Hence, additive inverse of 28 is -28.

Q.23.

Write the additive inverse of the following.
-59

59
Solution:

Given number is -59.
We know that for any number a, a+-a=0.
So, -a is called the additive inverse of a. We have -59=-59. Hence, the additive inverse of -59 is 59.

Q.24.

Write the additive inverse of the following.
-6-5

-65
Solution:

Given number is -6-5.
We know that for any number a, a+-a=0.
So, -a is called the additive inverse of a. We have -6-5=65 and the additive inverse of 65 is -65. Hence, the
additive inverse of -6-5 is -65.

Q.25.

Write the additive inverse of the following.
2-9

29
Solution:

Given number is 2-9=-29.
We know that for any number a, a+-a=0.
So, -a is called the additive inverse of a. We have 2-9=-29. Hence, the additive inverse of 2-9 is 29.

Q.26.
196

Write the additive inverse of 19-6.

Solution:

Given number is 19-6=-196.
We know that for any number a, a+-a=0.
So, -a is called the additive inverse of a. We have 19-6=-196. Hence, the additive inverse of 19-6 is 196.

Q.27.

Verify that ––x=x for x=1115
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Given, x=1115.
The additive inverse of x is -x

..... (as x+-x=0)

The same for 1115+-1115=0, shows that the additive inverse of -1115 is 1115 Or, --1115=1115 i.e. ––x=x
Hence, it is verified that ––x=x
Q.28.

Verify that ––x=x for x=-1317

Solution:

Given, x=-1317.
The additive inverse of -1317 is 1317, since -1317+1317=0.
⇒1317=--1317 Hence, it is verified that ––x=x.

Q.29.

Find the multiplicative inverse of the following.
-13

-113
Solution:

Given number is -13.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of -13 is 1-13, since -13×1-13=1.
Hence, the multiplicative inverse of -13 is -113.

Q.30.

Find the multiplicative inverse of the following.
-1319

-1913
Solution:

Given number is -1319.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of -1319 is -1913, since -1319×-1913=1.
Hence, the multiplicative inverse of -1319 is -1913.

Q.31.

Find the multiplicative inverse of the following.
15

5
Solution:

Given number is 15.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of 15 is 51, since 15×51=1.
But, 51=5. Hence, the multiplicative inverse of 15 is 5.

Q.32.

Find the multiplicative inverse of the following.
-58×-37

5615
Solution:

Given number is -58×-37.
We have -58×-37=1556.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of 1556 is 5615, since 1556×5615=1. Hence, the multiplicative inverse
of -58×-37 is 5615.
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Q.33.

Chapter 1 Rational numbers

Find the multiplicative inverse of the following.
-1×-25

52
Solution:

Find the multiplicative inverse of -1×-25.
We have -1×-25=25.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of 25 is 52, since 25×52=1. Hence, the multiplicative inverse of -1×-25 is 52.

Q.34.
-1

Find the multiplicative inverse of -1.

Solution:

Given number is -1.
As we know that a rational number cd is the multiplicative inverse of another rational number ab if ab×cd=1.
So, cd=ba.
Or we can say that multiplicative inverse of ab is ba.
Multiplicative inverse of -1 is 1-1, since -1×1-1=1.
But, 1-1=-1. Hence, the multiplicative inverse of -1 is -1.

Q.35.

Name the property under multiplication used in the following.
-45×1=1×-45=-45

Solution:

Given, -45×1=1×-45=-45.
We know that, when a number is multiplied by 1 or 1 is multiplied by a number, the result is the number itself.
So, 1 is called the multiplicative identity.
Hence, the property used here is "Multiplicative identity".

Q.36.

Name the property under multiplication used in the following:
-1317×-27=-27×-1317

Solution:

Given, -1317×-27=-27×-1317.
We know that, while finding the product of rational numbers, the result does not depend on the order of
multiplication.
i.e., ab×cd=cd×ab This property is called commutative property. Hence, the property used here is commutative
property of rational numbers.

Q.37.

Name the property under multiplication used in the following:
-1929×29-19=1

Solution:

Given, -1929×29-19=1.
We know that, for any rational number ab, where a≠0, there exists a multiplicative inverse cd.
Then, ab×cd=1. ⇒cd=ba ∴ab×ba=1 i.e., the multiplicative inverse of ab is ba. Hence, the property used here
is property of multiplicative inverse.

Q.38.
-9691

Multiply 613 by the reciprocal of -716. [Give the answer in pq form]

Solution:

The reciprocal of a number is one divided by the number. The reciprocal of a number is always called its
multiplicative inverse. The reciprocal of a fraction is found by flipping its numerator and denominator.
The reciprocal of -716 is -167.
We have to multiply 613 by -167. 613×-167=-9691
Hence, the result of multiplication of 613 by the reciprocal of -716 is -9691.
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Q.39.
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Tell what property allows you to compute 13×6×43 as 13×6×43.

Solution:

Given,
13×6×43 is computed as 13×6×43.
By using associative property of rational numbers under multiplication, for any rational numbers a, b and c we
have,
a×b×c=a×b×c. Hence, the required property which allows the given computation is associative property.

Q.40.

Is undefined the multiplicative inverse of undefined? Why or why not?

Solution:

Given numbers are 89 and -118 .
-118 is equal to -98.
And, -98×89=-1 A multiplicative inverse or reciprocal for a number x, denoted by 1x, is a number which when
multiplied by x yields the multiplicative identity 1. But, here we observe that the product is not 1. Hence, 89 is
not the multiplicative inverse of -118 .

Q.41.

Is 0.3 the multiplicative inverse of undefined? Why or why not?

Solution:

Given numbers are 0.3 and 313.
0.3=310
313=103 A multiplicative inverse or reciprocal for a number x, denoted by 1x, is a number which when
multiplied by x yields the multiplicative identity 1 As we know, multiplicative inverse of ab is ba,
multiplicative inverse of 103 is 310. Hence, 0.3 is the multiplicative inverse of 313.
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Try these
Q.1.

Write the rational number for each point labelled with letters, on the number line:

Solution:

In this, we can see that 1 is divided into 5 parts each, so when we are moving from zero to the right-hand side.
It is easy to observe that,
All the numbers should contain 5 in their denominator. Thus, A represents 15.
Similarly, B represents 45, C represents 55=1, D represents 85, E represents 95.
Q.2.

Write the rational number for each point labelled with letters, on the number line:

Solution:

In this, we can see that 1 unit is divided into 6 parts each, so when we are moving from zero to the lefthand side. It is easy to observe that,
All the numbers should contain 6 in their denominator. Thus, J represents -11 6.
Similarly, I represents -8 6, H represents -7 6, G represents -5 6, F represents -2 6.
Q.3.
730

Find using distributivity: 75×-312+75×512

Solution:

Given: 75×-312+75×512
We know that,
For all the rational numbers a, b & c, the distributivity of multiplication over addition can be written as,
a(b+c)=ab+ac So, the given can be written as, 75×-312+75×512 =75×-312+512 =75×-3+512 =75×212 =75×16
=730 Hence, 75×-312+75×512=730.

Q.4.
0

Find using distributivity: 916×412+916×-39
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Given: 916×412+916×-39
We know that,
For all the rational numbers a, b & c, the distributivity of multiplication over addition can be written as,
a(b+c)=ab+ac So, the given can be written as, 916×412+916×-39=916412+-39 L.C.M of 12 & 9=36
⇒91612-1236 ⇒916036 ⇒916×0 ⇒0 Hence, the obtained answer is 0.
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